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KBSTRACT 

An interpretive ~rogram for l~irlwind I is described 

that will accept algebraic equations. differential eaua

tions. etc. expressed on Ylexowriter ~unched paner ta~e 

in ordinary mathematical notation (within certain limits 

imnosed principally by the flexowriter) as input and 

automatically provide the desired solutions. 
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10 Introductio~ 

Nearly everyone who has had a problem to solve on a large

scale digital computing machine has probably felt that it would be 

indeed convenient if one could give the nachine his problem in 

ordinary mathemBtical language with perhaps a suggestion for a 

method of solutiono We have been motivated by a sympathy for this 

feeling in writing a program :'or mlirlwind I that will constitute, 

we hope, a useful step in the indicated directiono The effect of 

our program is to create a computer wi thin a computer and the pur

pose of the present report is to describe this computer and provide 

a progrsmner's manual for its useo 

The input to the computer i~ in the form of a paper tape 

punched on a fle:cowriter, which is a specially designed typewriter 

that produces a coded pattern of holes in the tape for each charac

ter (including backspace, carriage return, etco) that is typed. 

The problem to be solved is typed on the flexowriter in mathenati

cal form USing the conventions and notations discussed below. As 

the resu1ti~ tape is fed to the com~uter the coded characters are 

translated by means of our program into a set of standar,: Whirl

wind instructionso After the translation is completed, the com

puter carries out the indicated instructions to solve the problem t 

presenting the answers reques~ed by the programmer in typewritten 

form. Examples of typical problems appear throughout the report. 

We have attempted to stay as close as possible to ordinary 
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mathematical notation; however, because of the limitations of the 

flexowriter and of our program itself, certain typographical con

ventions must be observed. Programming rules are discussed 

throughout the report and are summarized in a later section. 

2. Basic Operations 

All of the lower case letters are available as varia~les, and 

equations of the following form are used: 

x = , 
Here x stands for any lower case letter, and the blank bet'oleen the 

equals sign and the comma stands for a mathematical expression in

volVing lower case letters, numbers, plus and minus signs with 

tteir usual significance, parentheses, and slanting slashes / 

indicating division. Examples of such equations are: 

a = 5, 

y = -6.3& 

b = 0.0053 (a - y) /2ay, (1) 

The computer regards the right hand side of an equation as a 

set of computational operations to be performed. The result of the 

series of computations indicated by the right hand side of a single 

equation is always a number and after the computation is finished 

this number is stored in the registers assigned to the letter that 

appears on the left hand side of the equation. Equations are 

carried out in the order in which they are written. Thus, in the 

above example the value 5 is firft stored in the space in storage 

assigned to the variable 8J it is then called forth in the second 
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eouation as the number stored in the registers a~siP.ne~ t~ ~, 

mul tinlied by -6.:3 t and the result is stored in the STI~!"'; i~~ 

storage assigned to the variable y. The comnuter then ~roc~e1~ 

to comnute the right hand si~r. of the third eouation, makin~ U~~ 

of the numbers stored in the registe~ as~i!me~ t!) the s:'t"'To1h ol<:! 

a an~ Y. ann store the Tesultin~ number in the snace a~~i~e' to 

the variable b. Because of this modus operandi such eouati~r.s es 

n = n + 2. 
(2 ) 

w = - w; 

are meaningful. The fir!'lt of t.h~!'l~ ~_'Hs the nU!'11)!?1'" 2 to the CO!}-

tents of the storn~e ~.ssi,D"ned. to th~ ~J:d.r:.ble !! _ ~ub~'~'~'J"'nt1~ 

Rtoring the result in the same locn.tion. an'i there"y C~-~J.",:,":!:: th.'" 

current value of n to 'hP. in~ret>..!=e1 by 2: th", "8(,o:'ln'1 cau:">·:'-:, t:1"J. 

current value of w to be re!)lacer! b~r i~s nesH,,;;. 

It shouJ.~ bp. ob~er~p.d. that a. IF<tter vl>_ri",·P'\1.". Tltlll.l+' !'j,..,n" .... r on 

the left band sHe cf an eouatio!l so tha.t it m!'!.y be a!!'<:igneri a 

definite value bsforp. it an')e?r" on th~ rie-ht, h~.nN ",~I\e nf' A!l 

equation. This 1)rinci'~le is il1u<;trat~1 in th~ s!"'t n1' eOltl>_ti""'~ 

(1) ,·rhere the vari_ab1e B. is fi:rr.t fiAt i;o thl:'! ,r"-'!lu .. ~. ~.' i~ th~·~ 

assi!!rled a vEllue de':')~n:linJ!, or: ~ nl1m~rl'!al c('\n~t,,:,!4: .,~". tho? (.U:::'~:"'~ 

n = m - 1, 

mel, 

"..O'l1.tl bp incorrp.ct sinep m ¥.O1l1 N_ havE' no nr(>n~!~iltD'" 1 W"tn~ wh",n 

th~ COlD":lut~r att"",mnt~~ to find the VRlup. of n. Thp. T'11i)2.ninp' o~ 

this rA9triction is. of course. that m~thn,is of Sf'l~ '1ti n n mn~t. b~ 



explicitly stated in general. 

Basically, the computer performs the elementary operations 

of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Certain 

conventions of a typographical or interpretational nature should 

be mentioned in connection with these operations. 

A. Parentheses 

Only standa:d parentheses are available typographically. No 

braces or square brackets may be used. No more than four paren

theses may be open in a single equation at any one time, thus, 

x = a(b + c(d + e(f + g(h + i) (j + k)2)-1», 
(4) 

is allowed while 

x = a(b + c(d + eCf + g(h + i(j + k)2»3», 
(5) 

is not. Stated in another way, the number of left parentheses 

tt (n minus the number f')f right parentheses 1t)1t lying to. the left 

of any point of the equation must not exceed four; otherwise use 

of parentheses is unrestricted. 

B. Division 

A little reflection will show that an expression such as 

a + 2b/ c + d (6) 

is lnathematically ambiguous. The computer of course, assigns a 

particular interpretation to such an expression. The rules b.Y 

which it does so can be most conveniently explained as follows: 

a plus or minus sign has the efrect of separating any mathemati

cal expression into t~ terms to the left and the right of it. 
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This separation with respect to a plus or minus si~ occurrin? 

within ~arentheses only applies, of course, to the total ouantit? 

within the parentheses. Thus, if an expression such as that ab~~e 

is written without use of parentheses, the plus and minus sien~ 

separate the a~ression into senarate terms. In the case cited, 

these terms are the quantity at the quantity 2b divided by c t and 

the quantity d. If in the above example, one had wished that th~ 

result should be the sum of a and the quantity 2J divided by (c+d) , 

one would have had to include the quantity c+d within ~arenthesea: 

a + 2b/(c + d) (7) 

If. on the other hand, one had wished to consitler this Qu~rtity 

as the ratio of the sum a + 2b to the sum c + d t then both of 

these quantities should have been included in the ~arenthA~es. 

(a + 2b)/(c + d) (8) 

If it is merely kept in mind the.t pluses and minuses act as sepa

rating symbols, no confusion can arise. As a further ex~le, one 

can write an expression such as 

cd!a(b + c> + d 

The com~uter interprets this expression as the sum of the ouantity 

d and the ratio whose numerator is the ~rotluct cd ann whose d~

nominator is the -product of a with the quantity b + c. 

One more form of mathematical expression inVOlving divi~ion 

is worthy of comment. The use of more than one nivi~ion within 

a single mathematical term is admissible and is correctly inter

preted by the cOm?uter. Thus albIc is ~roperly interoreted as 

the ~roduct ac dividei by b. On the other hand the e~ression 
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a/ (b + c/d) (10) 

is interpreted as the'ratio of a to the quantity which is formed 

by adding to b the ratio 0 over d. In the latter case, the quan

tity within the parentheses is itself interpreted as a single 

;Jathel18tical expression' to be evaluated by the com;;uter. In 

effect, an expression contained within parentheses is isolated 

from the rest of the equation and the normal rules of multipli-

cation and division apply without regard to the remainder of the 

equation. 

c. Numerical Quantities 

Although it has been assuoed implicitly in writing the above 

matel~ia1 it is ,",orth stating e:>:p1icit1y that the computer correct-

1y intel-prets numbers in ordinary decimal notatiolJ ~ No standard 

form is assumed for numerical quantities b.1 the computer. Thus 

it interprets correctly such quantities as 0.012, 012,.012, 48, 

321 etc., without ambiguity. 

D. Expo!lents 

;'~',~;~r case nU:ol.bers on tho f'lexovriter appear as expcnents; 

there is ~n upper case minus sign b\tt no upper case plus signo 

The computer \1111 handle positive (unsigned) and negative inte-

gral exponents. Some examples arel 

a • ;2, 
b • (a _ 2)-2, 
c • (eb3)-;, 

d • a(b + 0)2/ (0 - a) a-3, 



3. 'l'he Number System 

Numbers are stored and aritr.m~tic operations are carri~d out 

by the computer in the 24, 6 number sY'8tem. In this system n~'!M

b bers appear in the machine essentially in the form a.2 Whp.Te P-

is a signed 24 place binary number with 1/2 ~ a < 1 or a = 0 a~~ h. 

is a signed 6 place binary number. Thus, it is useless to sunnl~ 

more than 8 significant decimal figures, although in general no 

difficulty is caused by sttppl"ing more - roundof.f' occurs auto-

matica11y. If numbers, includine. of course, numbers ~ro~uced 

63 39 ( ... as the result of cODrnutations t exceed 2 - 2 or t roughl •• t 

9.2233995 • 1018 ) in absolute velue, e.n alarm will result.. A!'..:r 

integer up to the preceding number can be written e~licitl~: 

e.g., 9223314040000000000 is a ~ermissible number. The sam~ 
18 number could also be written 9.22331404.10 • It should be n·:lted, 

however, that the comnuter first reads in a number as an integer, 

placing the decimal point only after the number is cODl'1Jletely 

read. in. 'l'his means that no nunber is allowed wb.ic~: '''1.. thl')ut 

benefit of decimal point. would be interpreted as an inte~r er

ceedine 263 - 239. Otherwise, numbers may be written tn ouite 

arbitrery decimal forr.' ~B has been illustrated to S~Me extent i~ 

the ~r6ceding examples. 

4 Output 

'l'he delaY'e;' "rinter i B used for out-out. . The current va! u-:: 

of' an..v number 01 letter variables mp·~ be 1?rinted out by inset-ting 

tre in~.truction PRINT fo1lo'tled. bY' the de~ired lette:t'l!r !01.1o,.,g~ 
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by a period. No computation mny be performed during a print instruction (e.g. , PRINT 3a is not ad

missible) and comr,~s may, but need not be, inserted between letters. Thus, PRINT x, y~ and PRINT xy. 

would both cause the current values of x and y to be printed out. The form of the print out is best 

explained by examples. If e = 5 currently the instruction PRINT a. would cause a = +.50000000 + 01 

to be printed outo The second number; i.e., the + 01, is interpreted as the power of ]0 to be multi

plied by the first number. Thus, if • = .05 'ole should have a :: +.50000000 - 01 and if a :: - ". we 

should have a = -.31415927 + 010 \lhen a PRINT instruction is performed the first and last characters 

~ appear as out~]t ere carrjage retl~e. If more than 6 variables are called for on a sir4le PRINT 

instruction, 6 will be placed on each line, except possibly for the last, of course, and there will 

be no line space between lines, For example, the instruction PRINT a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, =. will 

produce: 

a :: + .0 

g :: + •• 
b = + 
h = + 

• • 
• • 

d = + • • e :: + • 0 

whil€tm instructions PRIllT e, b, c • PRINT d, e, f. PRINT g, h, j .. will produce 

a :: + 0 • b "" + · • C :: + • • 

d = + • • e = + • • f :: + • • 

g :: + • • h = + • • i = + • • 
where the dots stand for appropriate numbers. 

f :: + •• 



5. The Instructions SP, CPt SR. and CR 

It has been stated that equat.ions are carried out in the 

order in which they are written. It is clearly desirable to be 

able· to interrupt this order from time to time. We may wish to 

make the order in which the operations are performed depend cn 

the result of a previous computation. For this purpose, or for 

purposes of identification in general, equations may be numbered 

with decimal integers between I and 100 inclusive. Thus we may 

write 

3 x = 2, 

1 Y = 0.5 (x + 2/x), 

The first equation is then identified as equation number 3, the 

second as equation number 1. The equation number always precedes 

the equation to which it refers. 

The effect of the instruction SP followed by an integer from 

1 to 100 and a comma is to "transfer control" to the equation 

with the specified number and to proceed on from that equation_ 

For example, SP 3, would cause equation :3 to be executed next and. 

then the equation or instruction following equation 3 in the order 

of writing. 

In the following we use the number 5 for purposes of illus

tration; it is understood that any number that bas been assigned 

to en equation may be used. The effect of the instruction CP 5, 

is the same as that of SP 5, if the last computed quantity is 

negativejwhile CP 5, is ignored if the last computed quantity is 
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positive. 

For example, if n has the value :3 then in the follo\dng pro-

gram 

e = n - 5, 
CP 5, 
x = :3 ab, 

5y = ax, 

when the instruction CP 5, is reached the equation x = :3 ab, will 

be sy~pped since tee quantity last computed before tte CP 5, was 

e = n - 5 = 3 - 5 = - 2. If n had the value 5 in the above ex-

ample then e = n - 5 = o. In ttis case the CP may or may not 

behave like an SP since ° may appear as + 0 or - 0. This affi-

biguity need cause no difficulty in general. If, for exe:r:l~le, it 

is desired to go thru a certain process starting with equation 1 

exactly 10 times we may Yrite 

1 

n = 0, 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n = n + 1, 

e = n - 9.5, 
CP 1, 

The quantity n is thus used as & counter, and e will then have 

the successive values - 8.5, - 7.5, - 7.5, ••• , - 1.5, + .5 and we 

obtain the desired result. Further examples will be given below. 

The instruction SR 5, causes equation 5 to be executed next 
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and then, after equation 5, the equation or instruction following 

the SR 5,. The instruction CR 5. bears the same relation to SR 5, 

that CP 5, does to SP 5,. 

An SP, CP, SR or CR may not itself be assigned an equation 

number. 

6. ~ 

The instruction STOP must be placed at the end of every 

program. Its effect is to stop the comouter. This instruction 

may be given an equation number so that an SP or CP may be used to 

stop the comnutation. 

7. The Stop Character 

~exowriter character number 49 is the "stop code" or "stop 

character". This character is used by our program in -the follow

ing way. It may happen, for example. that a fairly large amount 

of data will be processed in several ways at several different 

times. Rather than duplicate the long-data tape onto the process

ing program tape in each instance one nay simply place a stop 

character at the end of the data tape. The effect will be to stop 

the comouter temporarily to allow a program ta"Pe to be inserted 

into the tape reader. Com?utation will then be resumed when the 

WWI restart button is pushed. Other situations in which this 

feature may be useful will undoubtedly occur to programmers. 

8 • Ignored Characters 

Except when they occur between the digits of a number the 

following characters are ignored: space, back space, tabulate 

and carriage return. Any of these characters or any combination 
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of them, inserted between digits is interpreted as a multiplica-

tion sign. Thus x = 23, (i.e-, no characters between the 2 and 

the 3) would set x to the value twenty-tr~ee while x = 2 3, (i.e., 

2 followed by space followed by 3) would cause x to assume the 

value 6. 

The nullify character is always ignored* so that if a space 
~~~ 

or other erroneous character is acciden~ inserted between digits 

an error may be avoided by simply nullifying the character. 
I 

It should be pointed out that superfluous characters are not 

always apparent from a print. If the combination "space, back-

spaceD or the combination n shift to upper case, shift to IO\ler 

case" is inserted between digits, the combination, in either case 

would be interpreted as a multiplication sign. Error may again 

be avoided in these cases by nullifying the superfluous characters. 

9. The Character • Denoting I~tiPlication 

The lower dot of the colon has been filed off on at least one 

of the flexovriter units available at DCt. This character, or the 

colon itself, may be used to denote multiplication; e.g-, S-104 

has the value 50,000 as has also 5 104 where only one or more 

spaces or tabulates is inserted between the "S" and the "104"0 

*Except in an SP I SR, CP, CR, or S'roP instructior. - If a typo
graphical error occurs in these instructions, the.Jhole instruc
tion must be nullified. 
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10. Exa.mo1es 

Suppose it is desired to print a table of values of cosine x 

for x = 0,.1,.2,0.e,1 radian and that we decide to use up to 

the x10 term in the pcnoler series for cosine x_ This could be 

accomplished by the following program: 

x = 0, 

1 z = 1 - x2/2 + x4/203°4 - x6 20 30405-6 

+ XS/2°3·4·5 06-7o g _ xlO/2°3°4°5°6°7oSoge10, 

PRINT x, z. 

x = x + .1, 
e = x - 1.05, 
CP 1, 

STOP 

We might prefer an iterative scheme to produce the same 

result. The following scheme has the advantage that the number of 

terms in the series may be adjusted b,y changing a single number: 

x = 0, 

1 y = 10, 

z = 1, 

2 z = 1 - z x2/y ('1' - 1), 

'1' = y - 2, 

e = 1 - '1', 

CP 2, 

PRINT x, z. 
x = x + 0.1, 

a = x - 1.05, 
CP 1, 

STOP 



11. Function Subroutines 

It is clearly desirable to build into the computer subroutines 

that commute automatically certain frequently used functions. This 

nrocess has been begun for our computer and at present the follow-

ing functions are available: 

Designation 

Fl 

F2 

iJ 
.,4 

F5 
,6 
'17 

]'8 

'19 

'110 

Fl1 

.,12 

]'13 

]'14 

F1S 
)'16 

1'17 • 
]'18 

)'19 

1'20 

r2l 
1'22 

1'2) 

14 

Function 

square root 

sine 

cosine 

tangent 
-1 sine 

-1 
cosine 

-1 . tangent 

secant 

cosecant 

cotangent 

absolute value 

signum 

8%ponentia1 (ex) 
negative exponential (e-x) 

sinh 
cosh 

tanh 

sach 

each 

coth 

lo~O 

lo~ 

loge 



The sine of x may be obtained by writing simply F2 (x) and 

such an expression may be treated arithmetically in the saTlle ,\·18Y 

as a variable in an equation, for example: 

x = 2(F1 (y) ~(z) + ~l(z) ), 

would set x equal to 2 (~sine z + I z I ). Subj ect to the usual 

restriction on the use of multiple parentheses (no more tkn 4 

open at a time', computation may be carried out inside the par en-

theses containing the argument of a functiona For example, 

x = F3(x + 2/y(a + b) z-l ), 

vrould set x equal to cosine (x + 2 z/y(a + b»). Further, functions 

of functions are permittedo For example, 

x = p4(y + F6 (z) ), 

, (~1 ) wo~d set x equal to tan y + cos z or 

x = Fl(F11(a) ), 

'WOuld. set x equal to -na:r c 

12. Additional Vari8bl~nd Y D-riable Indices 

Subscript n~Tl1bers are not available on the standard f1exo-

'Writer so additional sYl':ibo1s for var;i,eb1es are obtained as fol10\,·s: 

Any loyer case letter follo\wd by s. vertical slas}, fo11o'ued by ax. 

upper case integer between 0 and 1023 inclusive may be used as a 

variable in precisely the same way the lower case lett~rs alone 

have been used above. We shall call such variables "superscript 

variables." Thus xl5 = 2n, al 2 = ~ 7 + b1 6, PRI~~ a, xl3, c, dl 75
0 

are legitimate expressions. A~r lower case letter may be used as 

a variable inda~ for superscript, variables in the combination 

lower case lette!" followed by vertical slash, follO\ved by lower 



case letter. For example, when the expression xln is encountered, 

the current value of n is taken as the index: if n = 6 currently 

then xln is at this time treated as x16• 

rf, in the expression x\n, n has a non-integral value greater 

than 0.5, the computer rounds n off to the nearest integer. 

Negative values of n are not permitted in this connection, nor 

are 7a1ues between zero and one ~~lf inclusive, with the excep-

tion that the value zero is perrrd]sible if assigned by the speci-

fic equation n = 0,. 

The roundoff property can often be used to advantage; e.g-, 

in interpolation in a set of tabular data. Suppose that we are 

~iven 10 values f(x1), f(~), ••• , f(~O) of a function at a set 

of equally' spaced points ~, x2,··. ,~O. The tabular values can 

be read in by the equations 

f r1= 

f12= 
, 
, 

• • • • • • • • • I, I' f· = , 
We also require, for the purpose, the set of integers 1 to 10, 

read in as follows: 

n I: 0, 

1 n = n + 1, 

kin = n, 
e = n - 9.5, 
CP 1, 

setting kl 1 = 1, kl 2 = 2, etc. 

To find f(x), (~-' x<. ~O), by' linear interpolation, the 

fol1otoring program is used (h = the dif~erence between ~ and ~ + 1): 
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j :: 0.5 + (x - x 11) /h, 
m = kP, 
n :: m + 1, 

d = j + 0.5 - m, 

y = d fin + (1 - d) flm, 

giving y as the desired result .. 

Printing Superscript Variables 

The general fo~mat of the print-out of superscript variables 

is the same as for ordinary variables. The instruction PRIi?r y 15• 

will cause 

to be printed out while the instruction PRINT bli. will cause 

b\3 = •• 

to be printed if 3 is the curre~t value of i. 

13. SI: n. etceo 

It is already possible to change conditionally the order in 

which operations are performed by using the CP instruction. It is 

also possible to program such a chanee by using the follo\v.ing in-

struction: SP followed by any lower case letter followed b.Y a 

comma. If, for eDL~le, the variable u has the value 15 when the 

instruction SP u, is reached by the control then this instruction 

will have the effect of SP 15,. The instructions CP, SR and CR 

may similarly be used with lower case letters. For non-integer 

values of the index, the 'same restrictions and round-off proper-

ties hold as for variable superscript indices. 
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14. Variables Assigned to the Drum 

Superscript variables are ordinarily assigned to MS(magnetic 

core storage) and there is room for a total of 250 such variables. 

If additional variables are desired they TIJa"1' be obtained in h10 

ways. The instruct.ion ASSIGN followed by a lower case letter 

followed by a vertical slash followed b,y an upper case integer 

between 1 and 1023 inclusive followed b,y a comma causes space on 

the drum to be selected for variables. 11000 For example, ASSIGN a , 

automatically reserves space for variables a thru a inclu-\ 1 11000 
sive to the drum and takes up in the storage table for variables 

in M3 the space of only one ordinary superscript variable. Once 

this assignment has been made, the superscript variables in 

question may be treated as ordinar,y superscript variables. 

Special provision has been r.:ade for assigning tables of 

values to the drum. Suppose, for example, that we wish to store 

the values of a function g at the values t l , t 2, t 3, t4 of its 

argument. Let these respective values be assigned the·. sytlbols 

gil, g12, g13, g\4 and suppose, for definiteness, that gil • 2, 

gl2 = 4, gl3 = 6, g\4 = 0. We already have one method of assign

ing these variables to the drone 

ASSIGN g\4, 

gil = 2, gl2 = 4, g13 = 6, g\4 = 0, 

Exaotly the same thing may be accomplished by writing 

gIN = 2, 4, 6, 0, 

IS 



Any lO\IE~r case letter may be used in this way but only the upper 

case letter N may follow the vertical slash. Each value, includ-

ing the last, must be followed by a comma. 

Once variables have been assigned to the drum in tb~s fashion, 

they may be treated as ordinary variables in exactly the same way 

as variables assigned to the drum (but not given initial values) 

by the instruction ASSIGN. 

The alN type of instruction may be used in another way to 

assign variables (with their initial values) to the drum. Suppose 

that one wishes to set all = 1, 81 2 = 1.5, al 3 = 2, al4 = 2.25, 

. a/ 5 = 2.5, a 16 = 3.5, a F = 4.5,. This may be done by writing 

siN = 1.0 ( .5) 2. (0.25) 2.5 (1) 4·5, 

That is, one writes after the equals sign, the value of all, then 

the increment in parentheses, then the value up to which one is to 

go using this increment, and so on, terminating the instruction 

with a comma. It is understood that the nan in the above example 

may be replaced by any lower case letter but only N may follow 

the slash. 

As another example consider the little routine given in the 

discussion of interpolation in section 13 for assigning kl1 = 1, 

kl2 = 2, •• , kilO = 10. This could be replaced by 

kiN = 1 (1) 10, 

It should be noted that the operations multiplication, addi

tion, etc., involving variables on the drum will in general take 

about 30 milliseconds longer per variable on the drum than the 

same operations involviDg MS variables. If variables on the drum 
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are used sufficiently often in a program to uake a signifioant 

difference in the oomputer time used, and if there is space for 

the variables in MS then the variables should be assigned, or re-

assigned to f£. 

For example, suppose one wishes to introduce 100 values 

f ' 1 thru r 1100 of a function. If they are as signed by writing 

out 
t il == o • , 

fl 2 = .. .. , 
fo lioo=- · ., 

o • ~ 

then 100 unnumbered equations, the maxjmum, have been used. 

Hence we might assign the values to the drum by 

yiN == 0 0 , • .. , • • , 

and then re-assign them to MS (if they were to be used sufficient

ly often to make it worth the trouble) by writing something like 

n = 0, 
1 n = n + lJl 

fin = Yin, 
e == n - 9905, 

CP 19 

It is diffioult to say in advanoe just how many variables 

may be assigned to the drum for a particular problem. There is 

a maximum of 3072 (which may be increased at a later date) but 

the drum is shared by the equations and the drum variables of a 

program so that in no oase could m2 drum variables aotually be 

used. In any case, if storage is exceeded the automatic post 

mortem(described below) viII inform the progra:mmer where and how 

the trouble arose. 
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15. Differential Equations 

Provision has been made for the solution of ordinary differ

ential equations by the method of Gill - a variation of the 4th 

order Runge-Kutta technique. In order to make use of this pro-

vision, certain conventions must be observed. 

1) the letter t must be used for the independent variable. 

2) the letter h must be used for the increment in t. 

3) the upper case letter D is used to denote d/dt. 

Any ordinar.1 or superscript variable (other than t and h) 

may be used for the dependent variables and for auxiliary vari-

abIes. A given nth order syste~ must be reduced to a system of 

n first order differential equationse Suppose then, this re.lluc-

tion having been done, we let Y1' Y2' ., Yn denote the n depen

dent variables. Our system is of the form: 

dy./dt = f.(t, Yl' Y2'. • ,y ): i = 1,2, •• ,n. 
~ ~ n 

The way in which the solution is to be accomplished is per-

haps best explained by an example. Suppose that there are two 

differential equations, that we take 2 as the initial value for t 

and that h = 0.5. Suppose further, that we wish to print out the 

solutions for t = 2, 3, 4 up to 10, that the initial values of 

the y 1 are 0, and that 

f1 (t, Yl: Y2) = Y2 + 1, f2 (t, Y1' Y2) = - Y1, 

Our program may then be as follow: 

t = 2, 

h = 0.5, 



yll = 0, 

yl2 = 0, 

1 PRINT t, y11, y12. 

e = 9.7 - t, 
CP 3, 

2 D yll = ,./2 + 1, 
2 11 D YI = - y , 

e = - e, 
CP 2, 
SP 1, 

3 STOP 

It should be observed that t is automatically increased b,y 

the value h upon completion of the last equation that starts with 

a D. Of course, any or all of the values of t, h and the depen-

dent variables may be reset during the computation. One impor-

tant restriction on the form of a program should be noted. The 

carrying forward of the solution a single step of length h actu

ally involves going through the part of the progrSlD. that starts 

with the first D equation and ends with the last D equation a 

total of 4 times. These 4 sub-steps take place automatically 

but it is essential that all relevant auxiJi~ry cc~putation take 

place betveen the firs.t and last D equetions. Suppose for exam

ple that ve vere to change the part of the preceding program 

betveen equations 1 and 2 as fol1ovs: 

e ::t 9.7 ,. t, 

CP 3, 

2 a = yl2 + 1, 

D ,,)1 = a, 



This change would e.P'O~P!" t J be innocuous since II a II ~,:: """"'c; v. 

be a"P9ropria.tely resl'.t before each entry into the riiff'eren t !':I.l 

eouations. However. upon completion of the second D eQUR~1~~ in 

each of the first 3 sub~steos. COl!nutatinn would be res"'Jn)p.1 'c,i t'h 

the first D equation (ani not equatior 4) so that "a" would no": 

have the current value of JF + 1. 

Fina1'y, it has been stated thA.t a tote.l of' ?'iO f'1::1 su-pe1'-

scriT)t variables may !'le u~P.r\; this is not true for "pron~1"!~ in~ 

volving differential eouations. If there arp. k e'll,n" ~ :\::1 th~~ 

begin with a D in e. nrom'p.JD then 2.'i0 - 2k J.1S sunerscrbt ve .. ri~.bles 

may be used • 

. 6 ?O!'lt 14ort~m~ 

Certain automatic nost-mortem features hp-vp' bean inrlu·"e·-~ 

but this "Ot:I.,-t of the cOJm')uter is essc!!tially still in the rte~drn 

sta.?e. Rouf-'hly s'Oeakin.:, if a nron-s.m excep.ri's storam in an~T or:o 

of severa.l -possible ways the cOI'!'!:'uter will tel.1 us "'here and hmo,' 

stora.~e was exceeded. 

If an arithmetic ale.rm occurs. the nrogrammer will be tol", 

the number of the eq,uatinn in which the alarm occuT'rpr\ e.n!i. the 

numb"!r of the eo.nation that nreceded. the alarm. It shr)U1.~ hf\ 

noted here that eQuations not assigne~ n~bprs ~y t~e nroPr~m~~~ 

are automatical'y aSI'd.gnad. numbers from 101 to ~OO bY' th .. com .. 

'l:)uter in the or·ier in which the~' s.re written. 

The "rogrammer mA.Y obtFlin thp. vp..lu~s of any- vpriab1 P.S hI"! 

r\p.~irp.s aft"!r an ari thmp.tic alarm by wri tin~ the a-,,""ro"Orif"t,e 

PRINT instruction as P'C!1.lation 100. 
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17. Rules 

1. Every equation must end with a comma. 

2. The nullify char"3cter is always ignored e:·:cept when 
it occurs betueen the Sand P of SP(sinil:::rly for 
SR, CR, C?, STOP)o 

3. Except when they occur between the Qigits of a num
ber or in SP etc., the following c!;cractel's are 
i~nored: space, back space, tabulate and carriage 
return. AIry of tbese c!:aracters inser'ted betl,leen 
numbers is interpreted as a ~tiplication sign. 

4. Every PRINT instruction must end ldth a periodo 

5. No more than 4 open parentheses may be l.tri tten in 
a single equation before one is closed. 

6. The instructions SP, CP, SR, CR must be terminated 
by a comma and maz not be nunbcred. 

7. ~~ instructions may be numberedo 

s. The instruction STOP IDay benu!llbered and may appear 
only at the end of a pI~gram. 

90 The instruction ASSIGN nR1St be terminated by a comma. 

10. Each assigDnent of a group of variables to the drum 
(by either the ASSIGN or the xlN type of instruction) 
uses ur the space ordinarily obcupied by ona super
scri~t v~n:·i!J.ble in the table for superscript variables 
in r-f3. :li.th this uIld(~rstanding a tot.al of 250 super
scrIpt vE ..... iables nay "ue assigned t.o J.f3. 

11. A!:la.."rlmum of 100 numbered equations and 100 unnumbered 
equations may be u:3ed in any one problemo 



18. Temporary Rules and Restrictio?s 

As of the date at which this report is written the follow-

ing restrictions are in effect. It is expected that they will 

be removed in the immediate future. 

1. An SR or CR instruction may not refer to an equation 
that makes use of a function subroutine. 

2. Variables may not be assigner to the drum; that is, 
neither the ASSIGN nor the ~N type of instruction 
is in operation. 

3. Function subroutines F 13 thru ~o have not been 
tested. 

All other portions of the program are believed to be oper-

ating satisfactorily but exhaustive tests have not been made. 

Information relative to any troubles encountered in the use of 

this program would be appreciated by the authors. 
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